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Dear Tuomas,
this is a very strange and interesting concept.

A passenger would ask a timetable: "When leaves the next train from here
to xy?" 
(-> connection)
A train driver could ask the vehicle: "Where are you supposed to go next?" 
(-> blocks) 
Anyone could ask a railway map: "Where could I go from this station?" 
(-> infrastructure)
A commercial train could be asked: "What is published as your next
station?" 
(-> train)
A train driver could ask the train: "What is our next station in the
timetable?" 
(-> train)

What is the use case for the choice? 
Why is the train driver asking such a question?

Train drivers and vehicles usually have their fixed service plans and the
physical trains have their fixed timetable to fulfill - there is no choice.

Your train drivers question sounds like a taxi driver asking about
possible further rides. Maybe it is the train asking "where shall we go
on?" by providing a list of possibilities  (-> operational trains) with a
filter function. Then the train driver would choose the correct one,
because he knows it. But I would assume that a train driver would type in
the train number and the train searches in a given in a timetable where to
go next.

Kind regards,
Joachim

Tuomas Tiihonen wrote:
>  
>  Joachim RubrÃ¶der wrote:
>>  
>>  Hi Tuomas,
>>  
>>>  Our Next departure is used by the driver of the train. So after driver
>>>  finishes one departure the driver can choose next departure for the train
>>>  he/she is currently driving. If I understand correctly it is perhaps the
>>>  vehicle->block closer to this.
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>>  
>>  now we're getting closer. If the train driver chooses the next departure
>>  its probably kind of a service plan for train drivers. This is not yet
>>  implemented in railML but very similar to the rostering structure, wich is
>>  a service plan for vehicles. The problem with the train drivers is that
>>  they are much more complex (different skills, payment, pause times, ...)
>>  to deal with.
>>  
>  
>  Hi Joachim,
>  
>  actually the next departure is not related to the driver in our system.
>  Driver is just the user who selects the next departure from the system. So
>  in this context there is no need to know any information about the driver,
>  or even who is the driver or even if there is the driver :) 
>  
>  As driver is the user of the information he/she needs to know the next
>  departures for the train he/she is sitting in not for driver itself.
>  
>  You can imagine that the train intelligently answers driver's question:
>  "Dear train, please tell me all possible next departures where you, train,
>  can depart from this exact station we are currently at"
>  
>  After this question train would generate this information, hopefully from
>  railml by searching next departures from last driven departure. Or in
>  railml next block from last driven block?
>  
>  Br,
>  Tuomas
>  

-- 
----== posted via PHP Headliner ==----
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